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The reform of wine-grape vine industry was proposed as a consequence 
of the difficult problems the wine manufacturers were facing, either 
because of the reduction of wine consumption in the EU, or because of 
wine imports from third countries.  
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1. Present issues of European wine industry 

 
European Union is the main wine manufacturer in the world, the 

main consumer, the main exporter and importer, with trade markets like 
Russia, Japan, Swiss, China, and Korea. The wine consumption in the EU 
countries is declining and the Community is importing more and more. One 
of the biggest dangers for the European wine-grape vine industry lately was 
the increase of wine exports from wine manufacturing countries outside EU.  

The wine plays an important role in the European economy. During 
the last years, there was an ascending curve as regards the wine production, 
while the consumption decreased. Every year, the wine could not be 
consummated entirely, the surplus quantity being stocked or transformed 
through bio-ethanol distillation. Because of this specific issue, it was 
necessary to adopt crisis measures to distillate wine in fuels. According to 
the European Commission data, if the wine production rhythm continues so 
high, in 2012 there shall be a wine surplus of 13 billions hectoliters. 

At present, in the EU there are more than 1.5 millions wine 
manufacturing companies. We are facing large stocks of wine.  
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The warehouse possibilities are decreasing, while the production is 
increasing which leads to the decreasing of manufacturers’ incomes.  

Moreover, the money for intervention measures is being spent in 
loss. Financial aids are now being given for wine distillation, so the money 
goes for destructing the wine. 

 
2. Directions of the wine industry reform in Europe 

 
The wine surplus registered in Europe in the last recent years, as 

well as the invasion of wines from the „New World” determined the 
European Commission to adopt a series of measures meant to balance the 
market and get over the crisis.  

In July 2007 the European Commission promulgated a project 
regarding the reform for the organization of the European market in the 
grape vine and wine sector. The main objective of this reform is to 
implement a re-organization and conversion program of the system. The 
main measures of this project aim to clear some grape vine surfaces, to 
forbid the use of sugar and concentrated must in the wine production, and 
simplify the oenological practices and labeling.  

Through the measures that are to be made, the aim is to increase 
competitiveness, re-gain new market segments and it involves simple and 
net rules for balancing the demand and offer rate.  

This reform comes at nearly one year from the end of discussions 
organized by the European Commission, where the main factors involved in 
this system at European level took part.   

 The European Commission reviewed the objective of clearing grape 
vine surfaces in Europe.  Initially, the European Commission had settled the 
amount of 400,000 ha of grape vine surfaces to be cleared for every 3.6 
millions hectares, and later on settled a smaller quota. Thus, in the next 5 
years, 200 thousands hectares should be cleared. According to the proposal 
made by the European Commission there is no objective for clearing the 
surfaces for each country separately, so every country may stop the clearing 
program whenever it considers it reached the limit settled by the above 
mentioned reform. For the less competitive grape vine cultures, EU gives 
bonuses to winegrowers who choose to clear the surfaces that do not have  
higher efficacy on a hectare. So, a winegrower in Romania could benefit of 
bonuses starting from 3,400 to more than 5,000 euros, depending on the 
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efficacy on a hectare of the wine production. Through this measure, the EU 
intends to suppress the market instruments that give the impression to some  
 wine growers that the market is being protected, thus desiring to produce 
more. Nevertheless, this measure is not compulsory for producers. Each and 
every farmer should think it over and decide what he wants to do next.     

For the same purpose, there shall be eliminated the bonuses for the 
private warehouse of wines and musts, the bonuses for exports, for the 
distillation of sub-products as well as the bonuses for musts and use of 
saccharine, and there shall be reduced the possibilities to enrich wine with 
sugar. As a consequence, for enriching wine sugar can’t be used any longer, 
only must (with no addition) up to +2% in the northern countries and +1% 
in the southern countries of Europe. 

Starting with the year 2014, the planting system shall be eliminated, 
just like the turning of the soil system may be eliminated, because the grape 
vines should be eligible for the unique payment right system.   

At legal level, the European Commission proposes a series of 
simplifying measures so as the wine get faster to the consumer, including 
the simplification of oenological practices and simplification of labeling. As 
regards the labeling, according to the representatives of EU, the aim is to 
implement some clear and simple rules for any kind of wine.Thus, there 
shall be a single type of labeling (the same compulsory and optional 
indications for all categories of wine).Even though it was not possible 
before, from now on table wines labels can indicate the cup, the sort and the 
year. 

The quality policy imposed by the grape vine and the wine reform 
involves the notion of “Geographical Indication”, which is a complex 
system that has to be modernized according to the international legislation. 
The European Commission also proposes the transfer of an important part of 
the present budget to rural development. This proposal proves a strong 
preoccupation for the environment: keeping the grape vine in vegetation, 
stopping the soil erosion etc. From the available budget for grape vine 
culture, more than 20% shall be transferred to rural development, for the 
modernization of the grape vine cultures. Thus, the wine reform is believed 
to manage to rebalance the market, and also ensure a supplementary profit 
to grape vine growers. The campaign for the implementation of the 
measures in the grape vine-wine sector shall start 1st of August 2008. 
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This reform should not be regarded in terms of national market, but 
for the entire European market.  
 

3. Implications of European reform on Romanian wine industry 
 

The European Commission(EC) proposes the reform of the wine 
sector, its main objectives being the modernization of the production, 
improvement of quality and orientation towards different types of grape 
vines. The EC also aims to promote wines on the exportation markets, as 
well as creating a safety network for managing crisis situations. 

In order to meet these objectives, the European Council proposes to 
allot funds to each member country so as it has the financial ability to 
undertake the needed local measures. Yet, the use of these funds shall be 
limited to a series of constructive measures, such as re-organizing the grape 
vine plantations, promoting wines to third countries or managing crisis 
situations. Since 2009, Romanian wine sector shall get more than 50 
millions euro yearly from the European Union in order to structure the grape 
vine cultivated surfaces, as part of the reform program in wine industry. The 
EU shall allot yearly 4% to Romania, as compared to Spain which receives 
yearly more than 390 millions euros, while countries like Bulgaria or 
Hungary have allotted a nearly 25 millions euros budget, respectively less 
than 13 millions euros. 

The European reform of the wine industry proposes to eliminate the 
market intervention measures. Yet, there shall be a National Aid Program 
comprising a series of measures for each and every member country. Every 
member country shall receive a certain budget and shall choose the 
measures it considers priority for itself. The most important measures aim to 
reorganize the grape vine, promote the wine in third countries or measures 
meant to prevent possible crises. From the 1.3 billions euro budget available 
in the Union for the wine sector, about 62 % shall be allotted for these steps.      

Each member state shall receive a certain budget for the wine sector. 
The budget allotted by the European Commission for Romania’s wine 
sector could be of 20 millions euros, in 2009, along with the application of 
the sector’s reform, while in 2014 the budget shall reach 40 millions euros. 

The fact that, at present, grape vines owners sell the raw material 
directly to grape vine processors shall not bring added value to their work. 
And in the same time, they shall be poor in negotiations. 
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Yet, there are small manufacturers, owners of 10 - 20 hectares of 
grape vine (this is actually the minimal surface for the optimal exploitation 
of the grape vine) who found markets. The small surface may represent a 
good advantage for quality, as it is very easily managed and controlled. 
Another measure is related to the authorization of free grape vine planting 
since 1st of January 2014, as a form of support for grape vine growers who 
are facing the incapacity to extend grape vine plantations. 

The grape vine is very expensive in Romania at present. You need 
15,000 euros for planting and cultivating a single hectare, but if the wine-
growing area is very good and known as such, the price can even double. 
From the 1.5 – 1.8 millions hectoliters per year, the name wines with 
controlled origin represent almost 400,000 hectoliters.     

This set of measures balances the demand/offer rate, educates the 
wine consumer and creates a better rapport between quantity and efficiency. 
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